MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR
No. 04-05-2003

SUBJECT : NON-POSTING OF CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION OF THE RADIO UNITS OF SUBSCRIBERS OF PUBLIC TRUNKED RADIO SYSTEM

Pursuant to the Public Telecommunications Policy Act of 1995, RA7925, and Radio Control Law, Act 3846, as amended, the Commission hereby orders that the posting of certificates of registration of the radio units of the subscribers of duly enfranchised and authorized public trunked radio system (PTRS) shall not be required under the following conditions:

1. The PTRS shall ensure that the radio units of their respective subscribers covered by certificates of registration are properly identified and the identifications are not removed from the subscriber radio units; and

2. The PTRS shall submit to the Commission updated list of their respective subscribers not later than ten (10) days after the end of each quarter.

Subscriber radio units that are not covered by PTRS identification shall be subject to apprehension and the imposition of appropriate penalties.

The Commission shall prosecute any person or entity using or bearing fake, tampered or unauthorized PTRS identification.

Any circular, order, rules and regulation or parts thereof inconsistent herewith are deemed amended or superseded.

This Order shall take effect fifteen (15) days after publication in a newspaper of general circulation and three (3) certified true copies are furnished the UP Law Center.
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